 4.	The sound track playing through beside the picture on a red Land,
A straight-line decoration in light, harmonizing the picture with the house.
 5.	Electric lighting without glass.
 6.	Sound magnifiers beneath stage floor—directed against rear wood
wall of stage—sound thus becoming part of the room instead of directed
at the ear.
 7.	A dais for quartet, one for the piano, and seating for choir, arranged
and related sympathetically to the stage at one side—instead of pit in front
of the stage.

 8.	A real * Foyer'—a fireplace in the Playhouse itself. The use of archi-
tectural screens to reproportion the room and provide service for feasts
and cloakroom space.
 9.	The top of the seat-ranks a broad ledge on which colourful taile
service is arranged for ear-and-eye feasts. Good interior decoration.
The whole construction in native oak aside from the supporting walls is
stained dark, with a brilliant play of polychrome against the dark through-
out.
SNATCHING VICTORY FROM THE JAWS OF
DEFEAT
Our special act: this 'snatching victory from the jaws of defeat'.
We had quite a time getting seated in this Playhouse of ours. After
looking about a good deal and being refused often, we had finally decided
on some movable metal chairs manufactured in Elgin, Illinois. About
eight hundred dollars for about the one hundred chairs we needed. We
accepted the terms offered. But nothing happened* The Company, after
agreeing to deliver, refused to deliver, demanding the never-to-be-
forgotten 'cash*. We had waited some weeks in blissful ignorance of this—-
setting our opening date to correspond with promised delivery. But the
characteristic blow fell. So, what to do? Eight hundred wasn't much, but
we couldn't spare eighty dollars at the time. We might have expected it by
now$ it had blocked us ad libitum—ad nauseam. But strangely hope does
spring eternal in the Taliesin breast—we still believed in Santa Claus,
Though in the toils of the System, we have never yet learned how to lose
hope.
Thus driven to pay for the trifle which was not trifling, in order to opea
on time we again sat down at the drawing boards to see what we could do
with green oak boards, 1" x 9", a keg of nails and a few screws. We
evolved a system of bench seating, more appropriate than the coveted
Elgin metal product. Far more interesting in character. Rough green,
lumber was all we had to put into it, but we fitted it all together into a new
idea—the comfortable reflex seating arrangement you may see there now
—-where seating an audience was concerned. The girls cut up cotton bed-
pads and tripled them to pad the seats and backs of the benches which had
a broad top rail to hold the supper service. We found some cheap red
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